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Custom Eriez® Vibratory Feeder Handles up to 2,000 Pre-Roll Cone Joints Per Hour
Erie, PA—A custom Eriez® 6C electromagnetic vibratory feeder
serves as a critical component in a novel automated pre-roll
cannabis system which handles up to 2,000 pre-roll cone joints per
hour, streamlines the process and maintains consistent output.

Developed by Accelerant Manufacturing and Cutting Edge
Automation, the automated cannabis system is a breakthrough in
the burgeoning cannabis industry. According to Eric Confer, Eriez Light Industry Market Manager, “Pre-rolls are hard to
manufacture. A pre-roll is up to 80 times as valuable as the cannabis itself. Every gram is costly. Labor is difficult and weight
inaccuracy is common. Our 6C feeder fits this application and eliminates waste.” He notes, “Cycle times that were 30-40
seconds prior to installation are now five seconds.”

This light capacity feeder is ideally suited for this demanding operation where small quantities of cannabis are required, and
consistent shape and uniform density is crucial. The 6C electromagnetic feeder features a stainless-steel tray and vibratory
feeder drive to withstand dusty and wet environments. When paired with the Unicon solid-state feeder control, superior feed
rate control and remote operation is achievable.

-More-

Eriez offers a range of products to improve processing and protect purity in cannabis industry applications. To learn more about
Eriez light and medium duty electromagnetic vibratory feeders, visit http://erieznews.com/nr555.

Eriez is recognized as the world authority in separation technologies. The company’s magnetic separation, metal detection,
material handling, fluid recycling and advanced flotation technologies have application in the mining, processing, packaging,
food, recycling, aggregate, plastics and metalworking industries. Eriez designs, manufactures and markets these products
through 13 international subsidiaries located on six continents. For more information, visit www.eriez.com or contact Eriez
Headquarters, 2200 Asbury Road, Erie, PA 16506 USA at +1 814 835-6000 or eriez@eriez.com.
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